The main objective of this article is to describe a method of selecting that Gamma population with the least 6-value. This problem has considerable bearing on the problem of selecting the best of several normal populations in the sense of selecting that normal population with least variance. Basically, any selection problem consists of two components.
1. Draw a random sample of size ni from population wi i-1,2,...,k.
2. Suggest a statistical procedure R which once the data are given clearly spells out the best population.
In many selection problems, a natural statistical procedure R manifests itself. The real problem is the selection of the sample sizes. The sample sizes are determined following certain optimality criterion. Following the lead given by Somerville (1954) and Ofosu (1972), we determine the sample sizes taking into account the cost of sampling and penalties imposed when wrong decisions are taken.
The nature of the determination of the sample sizes is decision-theoretic in character and we adopt the minimax criterion as the optimality criterion. Ofosu (1972) has studied this problem under a particular penalty function and determined the optimal sample sizes using inimax principle. But his arguments have a gap
and it is debatable whether the sample sizes he has given are really optimal sample sizes.
In this paper, we consider two types of penalty functions one of which is slightly less general than the one introduced by Ofosu (1972). Under these two penalty functions, we minimize the resultant loss functions over the entire parameter space for every fixed comnon sample size n. The solution to this minimization problem works out quite explicitly overcoming the gap present in the paper by Ofosu (1972).
For a general introduction to ranking and selection problems, the reader may refer to Gibbons, 01kin and Sobel (1977) or Gupta and Panchapakesan (1979).
Preliminaries
If X 1 ,X 2 ,...,Xn is a random sample of size n from a Gamma population with n scale parameter e and shape parameter c, then X i is a sufficient statistic for e for known c. Let T -T(XX2,...,Xn 1 il X i . Then ET -cO and T has a
i=1
Gamma distribution with scale parameter en and shape parameter cn. For the problem mentioned in the introduction, suppose that we wish to draw random samples of same size from each population. Let XLJ, J -l,2,...,n be a random sample of size n from population nit i -l,2,...,k. Let Ti -T(X, 1 .XJ 2 I...X i), in1,2,...,k.
Now, a natural statistical procedure manifests itself for selecting the best Gamma population.
Statistical Procedure R Declare population w (Ci -l.2...k) to be the best if T i<T for all j i.
Cost of sampling
We assume that the cost C(nj of drawing a random sample of size n from all Calculation of probabilities of wrong and correct decisions. for some c 2 > 0 which is measured in the same units as those of c 0and c 1 .
06
The rationale behind these penalty functions is explained as follows. A critical point in the analysis of selection problems is the ability to discriminate between the best population wil with the parameter value e(1 ) and the second best population i2 with the parameter value . (2)' If we accept the second best population as the best, the penalty is c 2 log(8( 2 )/A( 1 )). The penalty for other types ox wrong decisions should be at least the one as the above, and for mathematical expediency, we take this penalty to be exactly the saue as above. The loss function now works out to be L(6 l'e 2 s"*'ek; n)
for all (e,e 2 ,...,ek) in 0 and n in N, where N is the set of all natural numbers. (Ofosu (1972) has taken WJ(B l962"' k) to be equal to c 2 log(e(Q)/6( 1 )), j -2,3,... This is more general than the one we considered above. Mathematically, with this choice of penalty functions, the loss function seems to be intractable to carry out optimization.)
The loss function introduced above is defined over the cartesian product space 0 xN. In order to find the minimax sample size n, we maximize L(O1,82,...,k; n) over all (8 182,...,ek) in Ofor every fixed n in N. Then the minimax sample size is obtained by minimizing max L (6;n) over all n in N. We will take up this work in Section 3. ii the best. A line has to be drawn somewhere between the statements that the ratio 8 ()/8(j ) being close to unity and that it is being small. The number 6 distinguishes these two statements and the choice of 6 is subjective. We assume that the penalty for accepting the population rit ( j -2,3,...,k) as the best when the ratio 8(0)/A(j ) is small, i.e., <6 , is the same constant a. The loss function then works out to be k L(919, 2 ,... ,Ok; n) -C(n) + W j(a1,02 k )P (6l2e 2 . . Bk;n)
for (el1,2,...,ek) in 0 and n in N.
For a given configuration (01i 6 2,...,Gk) in 0, one could explicitly calculate the loss. In order to find the minimax sample size, we need to maximize the loss function over the parameter space 0 for every fixed n in N. We will take up this problem in the next section.
Minimax Sample Size
In this section, we maximize the loss function L ( 
Further, It is obvious that (6 ,...,e coo ByLem31
This completes the proof.
The following theorem simplifies the problem of maximization mentioned earlier.
Proof Let 
This shows that p -q and hence max L(L-n) -max L(e;n). Lemma 3.1 provides the exact expressions for max L($n).
OC 0
In view of the above theorem, the critical function in the determination of the minimax sample size is the following one:
where b -cn.
We undertake the study of the above function in Section 4. Now, we work out the maximum of the lass function L(Ln) under the penalty functions of type 2.
Let 0 <8 <1 and a >0 be fixed. We want to maximize L(Gn) over all 2.e for each sample size n under the penalty functions of type 2. See Section 2.
For this purpose, we introduce the following subset of 0. k -C(n) +a I P(6e1 to 2 )...ek ;n)
f(

J=2J
-C(n) +a(l -p 1(13 1O 2 9...,ek;n)),
max L(O 1,0 2 **O*ek ;n) -max L~e 1'e 2 9**Oek ;n) (l~e 2 %...,ekhe1
-C(n) +a(l -F(IG bx)) kl g, )dx).
(Recall that b -cn.)
Proof.
(1) if (619e2,.. e Gl, then 1 6 , a~ 6e se w3 a* So, a() l e -2) = * 06me -k according to our convention. Therefore, from (2.2), From (2) above, q -C(n) +a(l-JU -G b(dx)) k1g. 0 (x)dx). To complete the proof, itis enough to show that p. q. For this, we show that for any (e 10e 2 9...,ek) in 0, L( 2 V82"~* a k;n) <q. for all i -J*, j* +l,...,k.
We(i)
Then k L(el,e 2 ,...,ek;n) = C(n)+a j P (o 1e2,...,ok;n) k < C(n)+a I P (el e2,...,ek;n) < C(n) +a(l -P( 01, 2 ,...,8k;n)). Consequently, P I (1,029 ... 99 ,k;n)
From the above inequality, we obtain "C(n) +a(l -Pl1(61l, 2,...,9k0)) This completes the proof.
In the case of penalty functions of type 2, the maximum of the loss function L(O;n) over 0 works out quite explicitly. In order to find the minimax sample size, we need to minimize this maximum with respect to n. We take up this problem in Section 4.
Numerical Illustrations
The selection of the best Gamma population has considerable bearing in the selection of the population which is least variable. Let nl 2,..', k be k normal populations with i-th population having mean C i and variance 8 > 0. The best population among these is the one with the smallest 8 . If Xii, J -l,2,*..,n is a The following pattern emerges among r nks from the above table. By way of illustration of the working of the above strategy, we include the following examples.
1.
No. of populations, k -2,3,4-5,6.
2.
c0=0 , cll , d-1 so that C(n) =kn. The minimax sample sizes are given in the following Table. Table 2 Minimax sample sizes (n) and minimax loss L(n) under penalty functions of type 1. 
for n-1,2,3,..., 0<6 <1 and b -cu. In order to find the minimax sample size, we need to minimize the above function over n-1,2,3,... for a given k,S, c and C(n) -kn. As an illustration, we take c --and a -100(.00)600 and determine the 2 minimax sample sizes for 6 -0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and k -2,3,4,5.
i~1
i)d"" Table 3 Minimax sample sizes (n) and minimax loss function L(n) under penalty functions of type 2. Z ,Z 2 ,... ,9 Z are independent random variables and for large n, each Z. has standard normal distribution. We also note that /exp(--)dx)
for r> I and a in N, where b -cu.
To find the minimax sample size n, the above approximation can be used in the strategy outlined in Section 4.
The saximm of the loss function over the entire parameter space under penalty functions of type 2, for large a, becomes 2 (1) 1/2 Similar approximations can be provided for the problem of selecting the best normal population with least variance.
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